Date:  
Department:  
Curriculum Title:  

☐ New curriculum and/or degree program  OR  ☐ Changes in existing curriculum (check all that apply):

☐ new program title  ☐ new courses added  ☐ new accreditation

☐ revised courses  ☐ change in total cr. hrs.  ☐ new assessment plan

☐ new course sequence  ☐ new program objectives  ☐ other significant change

Justification Narrative: please provide an explanatory narrative outlining the need or rationale for the new curriculum or program, or justifying the need to significantly change an existing curriculum (i.e. addressing emerging or changing societal demand, addressing changing technology, focusing on a new interdisciplinary body of knowledge, etc.)

Institutional Impact:

Anticipated Enrollment: per semester Change from existing condition:

New Faculty or Staffing Requirements:

New Technology and Classroom Resource Demands:

New Computing Resources Requirements:

New Accreditation Requirements:

New Assessment Requirements:

New Library Resources Requirements:

New Transportation Requirements:
New Forest Properties or Field Practicum Facilities
Required:

Impacts on other Departments at ESF:

List courses taught outside the Department at ESF:

List courses taught outside the Department at SU:
- Accessory Instruction credit hours at SU required per student in this curriculum:
- Accessory Instruction credit hours required per semester by this curriculum
- Change in Accessory Instruction needs over current programs and curricula

Catalog Curriculum Narrative:

Please provide a narrative description of the program, the broad program objectives and learning outcomes, and a curriculum course outline using the precise format proposed for/or currently used in the ESF catalog (if revising an existing program or curriculum proposal, please attach a copy of the original MS Word file with revisions shown in “track changes”):